
Opportunities For Poker Players

Scouting Module creates lucrative opportunities for poker players. They

can apply for staking on the platform and after we make an analysis of

their game statistics and community voting we will decide whether they

receive funding.  The advantage of poker for TokenStars is that players

can generate income in much shorter terms.

TokenStars o�ers:
1. Full or partial staking (backing): poker bankroll financing in return for a

profit share

2. Beneficial and fair terms: high player’s profit share and terms

improvement for good performance

3. Additional benefits for players: coaching and monetizing opportunities

Benefits for players
Full or partial staking

● Get fully baked and secure your funds or

● Get higher profit with partial staking

Initial ABI up to $25

● Positive traction allows to increase your ABI

● Higher initial ABI may be offered in case of partial staking



Player’s profit share up to 65%

● Basic player’s profit share of 50%

● Guaranteed cut increase in case of greater profits

Coaching

● Professional coaching to improve your skills  and increase profits

● Individual or small groups coaching

Monetizing opportunities

● Take part in TokenStars’ activities and get extra earnings

● Increase your recognition among poker audience and attract new fans

3 simple steps to being staked by tokenstars
1. Fill in the simple scouting form, provide evidences of your growing success

2. Get approval from the TokenStars scouting committee

3. Sign the contract and get financing

Poker Skills Assessment
In the case of an assessment of poker players’ skills, experts pay attention to game

statistics, ROI and hand history. Experts provide the most detailed assessment and

tips for the player, which is published in the player’s profile. Thus, before voting,

token holders have the maximum amount of information in order to be able to make

the right decision.
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Community Voting
When a player’s profile is approved by our experts, we’re opening the voting for this

player. Token holders vote without spending tokens, the resulting input from each

voter is calculated proportionately to the number of tokens held. This approach

allows us to 4  value the opinion of the token holders who own more tokens with

higher priority. It's very important to us that our community decides whether we

should proceed to further negotiations with a player and we’re glad that approx. After

the Voting stage, we hold the final negotiations with athletes and, if the contract is

signed, provide them with financial support to progress in their future careers.

Coaching
If you are not ready for a professional poker career, you can significantly improve

your skills in training with our coaches. We present to your attention the opportunity

to get personal training with our experts in the Token Stars team.

Tobias Schaaf has been playing poker professionally for over 10 years and

managed to take part in many international tournaments throughout Europe. He

also has 2 years of mentoring experience with other players, with whom he has

already helped increase the level of the game and earn more than $ 60,000.

Marco D'Amico has played poker since 2007. Coaching and hard work of the tables

led him to the professional level and managed to take part in many international

tournaments throughout Europe and Italy. He has 35% ROI, the net profit for all

time more than $ 240,000.

Denis Puisha has played poker since 2014. For all the time Denis has played more

than 20,000 tournaments, he has 8.3% ROI, the net profit for all the time more than

$ 15,000.

You will get an exclusive poker experience with our expert because during this

training you'll get unique tips and personal recommendations from a poker PRO.
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During the training session, you will play the Sit and Go tournament, coach will help

you analyze the game, conduct a theoretical lecture and at the end of the tournament

will analyze the most difficult distributions in detail. All of this will help increase

your game level.

Home Game Tournaments
Several times a year we hold tournaments for everyone, where you can compete with

other members of the TokenStars community and even get a share of the prize pool.

The tournament format is No-Limit Holdem with 9 players per table max. The prize

pool in TEAM tokens, prizes are transferred to your wallet after the tournament.

The tournament is held on Pokerstars.com in home games poker club for play money

chips (you must have at least 20.000 chips to participate)

Top 15% places are paid, the exact distribution of the prize places depends on the

number of registered players and is announced 24 hours before the tournament.

We have already held six tournaments and raffled off 82 thousand tokens. Don't

forget to register for the new tournament in the Bounty section:

https://tokenstars.com/bounty
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